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Abstract.
BACKGROUND: The goal of this study was to determine if exposure to meconium would alter the phenotype of amniotic
fluid mesenchymal stem cells (AF-MSCs) and the ability of these cells to be differentiated into distal airway type cells.
METHODS: Meconium was collected, lyophilized and resuspended in PBS at 3 different concentrations (high, medium,
and low). AF-MSCs were cultured in the presence of this meconium suspension for 8 hours and then analyzed for changes
in gene expression. Additionally, AF-MSCs exposed to meconium were differentiated for 14 days using modified small
airway growth medium (mSAGM) and gene expression was determined. As a spontaneous differentiation control, meconium
exposed AF-MSCs were cultured in amniotic fluid stem cell medium (AF medium).
RESULTS: After 8 hours of exposure in culture, AF-MSCs had increased expression of distal airway genes aquaporin 5
(AQP5) and surfactant protein c (SPC) when cultured in AF medium containing meconium. These gene expression levels
were similar to that of AF-MSCs that were differentiated in mSAGM for 14 days. Furthermore, there was an up regulation of
pluripotency genes NANOG and OCT4 in response to low meconium concentration for 8 hours. Following 14 days of culture
in mSAGM, there was an upregulation of TTF1, SPC and AQP5 expression in the control, as well as in the low and medium
meconium exposed groups indicating that these cells were still able to be differentiated. High meconium concentration did,
however, appear to influence the level of distal airway gene expression after 14 days in mSAGM. After 14 days in AF medium,
there was significant downregulation in pluripotency and mesenchymal markers as well as distal airway gene expression in
all groups.
CONCLUSION: The phenotype of AF-MSCs is modulated by meconium exposure; however, the cells were still able to
differentiate into distal airway gene and protein expression. This result supports the hypothesis that progenitor cells exist in
the amniotic fluid and the presence of meconium may affect their initial phenotype. However, these cells were still able to be
differentiated to a distal lung phenotype.
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1. Background

Meconium aspiration syndrome (MAS) is a life-
threatening disease that affects some neonates born
with meconium staining [1]. Despite the 10% to
16% incidence of meconium staining in neonates, the
actual rate of MAS is quite low [2, 3]. This finding
suggests that important predisposing factors, other
than meconium itself, contribute to the development
of MAS [1, 4]. There has been no correlation in the
amount or timing of meconium exposure on the sever-
ity of MAS. [5–13]. At delivery, when meconium is
present in the airways, it has been shown to inacti-
vate surfactant and cause an inflammatory response
[14]. The direct effect of meconium on the phenotype
of amniotic fluid stem cells has not been studied and
is important in understanding how this exposure will
affect the potential use of these cells in patients.

Amniotic Fluid Mesenchymal Stem Cells (AF-
MSCs) have been described as a source of autologous
multipotent cells that could potentially be used to treat
neonatal lung injury [15–17]. We and others have
demonstrated the ability to isolate culture and dif-
ferentiate AF-MSCs into distal airway cells [18–23].
The goal of this study was to evaluate the effect of
meconium exposure on AF-MSCs and their subse-
quent ability to be differentiated into distal lung type
cells. The ability to harvest AF-MSCs at or prior to
birth provides a cell therapy option that could be used
to treat lung injury in neonates including the injury
caused by MAS. However, no studies have evaluated
the effects of meconium on AF-MSCs.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Culturing of AF-MSCs

Clonal populations of amniotic fluid mesenchymal
stem cells were obtained, isolated and characterized
as previously described [18] from 3 separate patients
ranging from 36–38 weeks gestation who were
undergoing amniocentesis for lecithin sphingomyelin
assessment. Informed consent was obtained and this
protocol was approved by the Hartford Hospital IRB
committee (IRB#FINC003364HU). Each patient’s
AF-MSCs were cultured separately in Amniotic Fluid
(AF) Medium, which consisted of MEM Alpha
(Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY), 18% Chang
B Medium (Irvine Scientific, Santa Ana CA), 2%
Chang C Supplement (Irvine Scientific, Santa Ana
CA), 1X Penicillin/Streptomycin (Life Technologies,

Grand Island, NY) and 1X Glutamax (Life Tech-
nologies, Grand Island, NY). Medium was changed
every other day and cells were allowed to grow to
approximately 70–80% confluence prior to splitting.
Cells were split at a ratio of 1:3–1:4 not exceeding
passage 10 for this study. Cells had a normal kary-
otype (data not shown). Clonal populations obtained
from these AF samples were only utilized for this
study if they expressed pluripotent and mesenchymal
stem cell markers and did not express hematopoietic
markers. Clonal AF-MSCs isolated from each patient
were cultured separately for this study, so clonal pop-
ulations from different patients were not mixed or
combined.

2.2. Characterization of AF-MSCs via flow
cytometry

Cells were removed from tissue culture dishes
using TrypLE (Life Technologies, Grand Island,
NY). Cells were stained with fixable viability dye
e450 according to manufacturer’s protocol (Affy-
matrix Santa Clara, CA). Cells were then fixed in
4% PFA for 5–10 minutes prior to staining cells.
Cells were re-suspended in staining buffer (phosphate
buffered saline & 2% fetal bovine serum) and incu-
bated for 30 minutes on ice with antibodies that are
summarized in Table 1. Cells were then rinsed and
incubated for 20–30 minutes in staining buffer con-
taining 0.1% Tween 20 (Sigma-Aldrich St. Louis,
MO). Antibody against nuclear marker OCT 3/4
(Affymatrix Santa Clara, CA) was then added and
incubated for an additional 30 minutes. Cells were
then analyzed on a BD LSRII flow cytometer using
BD FACS ARIA software (BD Bioscience San Jose,
CA). For analysis, only viable cells were included and
percent positivity for each marker was calculated and
graphed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software
La Jolla, CA).

2.3. Patient enrollment

Patients were enrolled in this research study after
meeting all inclusion criteria and after informed con-
sent was obtained. Patients that were less than 18
years of age were excluded from the study for the ease
of obtaining consent. Furthermore mothers could
not have hypertension, gestational diabetes or pre-
existing diabetes or suffering from substance abuse.
In addition, prenatal labs had to be normal, which
meant a negative result for HIV, RPR (Syphilis), HSV
(Herpes Simplex), HBsAg (Hepatitis B Virus). The
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Table 1
Summary of stem cell markers

Marker Conjugation Company

SSEA4 PE Affymatrix Pluripotent stem cell marker
OCT3/4 e660 Affymatrix Pluripotent stem cell marker
TRA160 PerCP e710 Affymatrix Pluripotent stem cell marker
CD90 PE-Cy7 Affymatrix Mesenchymal stem cell marker
CD105 PE Affymatrix Mesenchymal stem cell marker
CD29 FITC Affymatrix Mesenchymal stem cell marker
CD44 APC Affymatrix Mesenchymal stem cell marker

mothers must also have delivered at greater than or
equal to 37 weeks gestation and been exclusively
breast fed prior to the meconium collection. Patients
were excluded from the study if they had a prenatal
testing abnormality, had multiple births, used formula
prior to the first meconium stool, were diagnosed with
oligohydramnios or gave birth preterm (prior to 37
weeks).

2.4. Collection and processing of meconium
samples

Meconium samples were collected within the first
24 hours of life from infants after the mother met
all inclusion and exclusion criteria detailed above.
Meconium was first lyophilized to remove any mois-
ture and to generate a powder that could be measured.
Each sample was lyophilized separately; however,
they were pooled prior to reconstitution. Lyophiliza-
tion was performed using a freeze drying system
(Labconco Kansas City, MO) and checked daily for
up to 4 days. Following freeze drying, supernatants
were generated by mixing meconium in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) at varying concentrations:
Light meconium staining supernatant contained 3 mg
of pooled meconium per ml of PBS (LMS), mod-
erate meconium staining contained 6 mg of pooled
meconium per ml of PBS (MMS) and thick meco-
nium staining contained 12 mg of pooled meconium
per ml of PBS (TMS) as previously described [24].
Samples were then spun in a Sorvall RC-26 Plus ultra-
centrifuge (Thermofisher Scientific Waltham, MA)
at 10,000 RPM for 20 minutes. The supernatant was
removed and used for treatment of cells.

2.5. Exposure of AF-MSCs to meconium

AF-MSCs were seeded at 10,000 cells/cm2 on
Matrigel coated 6-well plates as previously described
[18]. Cells were allowed to reach approximately 70%
confluence prior to initiating meconium exposure.
Cell culture medium was aspirated and cells were

rinsed once with PBS prior to application of meco-
nium supernatant. Approximately 2mls of meconium
supernatant from each concentration (LMS, MMS,
and TMS) was added to wells in duplicate and
allowed to incubate at 37◦C for 8 hours. Control cells
were treated with PBS alone for the same period of
time. Cells were rinsed 2–3 times with PBS and Day 0
samples were collected for analysis. Treated and non-
treated cells were then differentiated as described
below. A diagram detailing the experimental
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.6. Viability following meconium exposure

Following exposure to various concentrations of
meconium, cells were trypsinized using TrypLE
(Thermo Fisher Scientific Waltham, MA) and stained
using fixable viability dye e780 (Affymatrix Santa
Clara, CA) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Cells were strained using 50-micron mesh and ana-
lyzed for viability using an LSRII flow cytometer with
BD FACS Aria Software (BD Biosciences San Jose,
CA). Graphs and statistics were performed using
GraphPad Prism software (GraphPad Software La
Jolla, CA). Viability was run in triplicate for all condi-
tions and for each patient cell line. Control conditions
were treated with PBS that did not contain meconium.

2.7. Distal airway cell differentiation

AF-MSCs were differentiated using a modified
recipe of a commercially available small airway
growth medium (mSAGM) (Lonza Walkersville,
MD) as previous described to generate phenotypic
distal airway-like cells (SPC, AQP5 and TTF1+) [18].
Medium was changed every other day for a total of
14 days of differentiation. As a spontaneous differen-
tiation control, cells were also incubated in 14 days
of AF medium. After 14 days of differentiation cells
were collected for analysis by immunofluorescence
and qRT-PCR.
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Fig. 1. Schematic Describing the Meconium Exposure and Differentiation of AF-MSCs.

2.8. Quantitative real-time PCR

Cells were washed once with PBS prior to collec-
tion of RNA using Qiagen RNEasy mini kit (Qiagen
Valencia, CA) according to the supplier’s protocol.

RNA was quantified on a NanoDrop spectropho-
tometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Waltham, MA)
and 200 ng of cDNA was generated using iSCRIPT
cDNA synthesis kit (Biorad Hercules, CA) accord-
ing to the supplier’s protocol. Quantitative real-time
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Table 2
Quantitative real time PCR primer list

Target Sequence or catalog number

NANOG Hs04399610 (ABI)
POUF51 (OCT4) Hs04260367 (ABI)
ENG (CD105) Hs00923996 (ABI)
THY1 (CD90) Hs00264235 (ABI)
GAPDH Hs02728991 (ABI)
Pro-SPC Fwd-GGCCAGGAACAAACAGGCTTCAAA

Rev-ATCTTGCTGCAGGTGCTATGCTCT
TTF1 Fwd-CGGCATGAACATGAGCGGCAT

Rev-GCCGACAGGTACTTCTGTTGCTTG
AQP5 Fwd-ACTGGGTTTTCTGGGTAGGG

Rev-ATGGTCTTCTTCCGCTCTTC

PCR was performed on an ABI 7900HT Real-Time
PCR System using Taqman PCR Mastermix (Thermo
Fisher Scientific Waltham, MA). Primers utilized are
shown in Table 2. The natural log of the calculated
fold change relative to PBS treated AF-MSCs at Day
0 were graphed with standard deviations and statis-
tics using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad Software La
Jolla, CA).

2.9. Immunofluorescence

Cells were washed once with PBS and then
fixed for 10 minutes with 4% PFA (Thermo Fisher
Scientific Waltham, MA). Cells were then rinsed
twice with PBS and incubated in Block/Perm solu-
tion consisting of 1X PBS with 0.1%Triton-X100
and 2% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) for 45 min-
utes. Cells were allowed to incubate overnight at
4◦C in Block/Perm solution containing primary
antibodies in a humidified chamber. Primary anti-
bodies used included: NANOG (sc-33759: SantaCruz
Biotechnology Dallas, TX), OCT 3/4 (sc-9081: San-
taCruz Biotechnology Dallas, TX), SPC (sc-13979:
SantaCruz Biotechnology Dallas, TX), AQP5 (sc-
9890: SantaCruz Biotechnology Dallas, TX), KI67
(556003: BD Bioscience San Jose, CA), T1� (sc-
59347: SantaCruz Biotechnology Dallas, TX). Cells
were rinsed twice in PBS prior to incubating with
Secondary Antibodies for 1 hour in the dark at
room temperature: Goat Anti-Rabbit Alexa 546, Goat
Anti-Mouse Alexa 546, Rabbit Anti-Goat Alexa
546 (Thermo Fisher Scientific Waltham, MA). Cells
were then rinsed twice with PBS and counterstained
with DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific Waltham, MA)
diluted in PBS for 10 minutes prior to visualization
and image capturing using a Zeiss Inverted Fluo-
rescence Microscope and ZEN Blue Software (Carl
Zeiss Pleasanton, CA).

3. Results

3.1. Phenotypic characteristics of AF-MSCs:

Clonal populations of AF-MSCs were assessed via
flow cytometry where over 90% of AF-MSCs express
mesenchymal stem cell markers (CD90, CD105,
CD29, CD44) and stem cell marker Oct4 while
a smaller portion (approximately 25–30%) express
pluripotent stem cell markers (SSEA4, TRA160)
(Fig. 2A). These cell lines have a normal karyotype,
which has been previously published by our research
group [18]. Furthermore, we have shown that these
clonal populations of AF-MSCs can differentiate into
adipogenic and osteogenic lineages, as previously
published [18].

3.2. Cell viability following exposure to
meconium

After AF-MSCs were exposed for eight hours to
three different concentrations of meconium (LMS-
3 mg meconium/1 ml PBS, MMS- 6 mg meco-
nium/1 ml PBS, TMS- 12 mg meconium/1mlPBS)
or PBS alone as a control, cell viability was eval-
uated by fixable viability dye and flow cytometry.
There was no significant difference across the meco-
nium exposed groups as compared to the PBS control
(Fig. 2B). Statistical analysis was performed using
one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-tests and a
p-value ≤ 0.05. The analysis demonstrated no signif-
icant differences in viability between the treatment
groups after the 8 hour exposure. Data was obtained
from 3 separate third trimester patients and each
experimental condition was evaluated in triplicate for
each patient.

3.3. Expression of pluripotent and distal airway
markers after exposure to meconium

Following eight hours of exposure to low meco-
nium staining (LMS), there was increased expression
of OCT4 and NANOG gene expression as compared
to control cells (Fig. 3A). Mesenchymal markers
CD90 and CD105 had minimal variation in their
expression after meconium exposure. There was
increased TTF1 expression following exposure to
MMS, however, levels were down regulated in LMS
and TMS conditions (Fig. 3B). There was minimal
changes in SPC and AQP5 expression compared to
PBS control. (Fig. 3B). None of the gene expression
changes were statistically significant. AF-MSCs were
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Fig. 2. A. Freshly harvested third trimester AF-MSCs clonal populations from three patients (n = 3) demonstrate presence of pluripotent
(Oct4, SSEA4, TRA160) and mesenchymal (CD90, CD105, CD29, CD44) phenotypes by flow cytometry analysis B: Viability of AF-MSCs
following 8 hours of meconium exposure remained between 60–80% across all 3 patients in this study when analyzed in triplicate (n = 9).

still proliferative after 8 hours of meconium expo-
sure at different concentrations as evident by KI67
staining, albeit qualitatively less so in the TMS con-
dition (Fig. 3C). Distal airway markers AQP5 and
T1� appeared to maintain their phenotypic expres-
sion when compared to control (Fig. 3C).

3.4. Expression of distal airway and pluripotent
genes after differentiation following
exposure to meconium

Following 8 hours of exposure to various meco-
nium concentrations or PBS as a control, cells were
then differentiated for 14 days in modified small air-
way growth medium (mSAGM) to determine their
ability to generate phenotypic distal airway cells. AF
medium was used as a control to evaluate the AF-
MSCs ability to differentiate into distal lung type cells
spontaneously.

After initial meconium exposure and 14 days in
AF Medium there was upregulation of pluripotency
gene OCT4 in the LMS conditions compared to cells
treated only with PBS (Fig. 4A). Furthermore, there
appeared to be a decrease in mesenchymal gene
expression for CD90 in all meconium conditions
when compared to PBS treated controls, however,
it was not significant. Expression of CD105 was
minimally upregulated after 14 days in AF media
(Fig. 4A). After 14 days in AF medium, AF-MSCs
demonstrated downregulation of distal airway mark-
ers TTF1, SPC, and AQP5 (Fig. 4B). None of these
conditions were statistically significant.

Cells that were cultured in mSAGM for 14 days
demonstrated increased NANOG expression in the
MMS and TMS conditions (Fig. 4C). There were
some minor qualitative increases in expression of
CD105 and CD90, but they were not consistent
between groups (Fig. 4C). Lastly, cells that were cul-

tured in mSAGM for 14 days had increased expres-
sion of all phenotypic distal airway markers (Fig. 4D).
On immunofluorescence, AF-MSCs that were dif-
ferentiated in mSAGM demonstrated expression of
distal airway markers AQP5 and SPC in the LMS
and MMS conditions but not in the TMS condition
(Fig. 4E). AF-MSCs cultured in AF medium had per-
sistent expression of AQP5 in all cultures (Fig. 4E).
Gene expression of AF-MSCs when directly com-
pared between mSAGM and AF differentiation
shows an increase in TTF1 expression following cul-
ture in mSAGM in both meconium exposed and PBS
treated cells (Fig. 5A). Gene expression of SPC was
significantly increased in both meconium exposed
and PBS treated groups when incubated for 14 days
in mSAGM compared to AF medium (Fig. 5B). Gene
expression of SPC was also significantly elevated in
meconium exposed cells that were differentiated in
mSAGM for 14 days compared to AF-MSCs treated
only with PBS in AF Medium (Fig. 5B). Lastly,
gene expression of distal airway gene AQP5 was also
significantly upregulated in cells that were exposed
to meconium or just PBS following differentiation
for 14 days in mSAGM compared to AF medium
(Fig. 5C). Additionally, AQP5 gene expression was
significantly higher in cells that were exposed to
meconium and differentiated in mSAGM compared
to cells that were not meconium exposed and
incubated in AF Medium (Fig. 5C). This data demon-
strates that meconium exposure does not affect the
ability of AF-MSCs to upregulate gene expression of
distal airway genes after 14 days in mSAGM culture.

4. Conclusions

The pathophysiology of meconium aspiration syn-
drome is complex and multifactorial. A bulk of
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Fig. 3. Gene Expression of AF-MSCs after 8 Hours of Exposure to Meconium compared to Controls (8 hours of exposure to PBS). A:
Gene expression of pluripotency markers NANOG and OCT4 were increased after LMS exposure compared to PBS control, but decreased
significantly in the MMS and TMS groups. CD90 and CD105 expression has no appreciable change after meconium exposure. B: Distal
airway markers SPC and AQP5 were slightly elevated following meconium exposure but did not reach significance. TTF-1 had variable
expression depending on the concentration of meconium. (* = P ≤ 0.05 ** = P ≤ 0.01) C: Immunofluorescence of Pluripotent Markers after
8 Hours of Meconium Exposure as Compared to PBS treated Control Cells. Qualitatively there is a decrease in the number of OCT4 and
NANOG expressing cells with higher concentrations of meconium similar to flow cytometry results (Fig. 2A). Expression of T1alpha and
AQP5 persists throughout all conditions. Magnification 400X.

evidence implies that meconium is a potent activa-
tor of inflammatory mediators, including cytokines,
complement, prostaglandins and reactive oxygen
species (ROS) [4, 14, 25–27]. Meconium consists of
numerous substances of host origin mainly derived

from the digestive tract [14]. New evidence suggests
that those patients who exhibit severe signs of MAS
at the time of birth had inhalation and exposure of the
proximal and distal airways of the lung to meconium
in utero long before delivery took place.
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Fig. 4. Gene Expression of Meconium exposed AF-MSCs after 14 Days of Differentiation in either AF media or mSAGM. A: All conditions
were normalized to AF-MSCs that were exposed to PBS for 8 hours but were not differentiated. AF-MSCs exposed to meconium were
cultured for 14 days in AF medium to evaluate for spontaneous differentiation. In separate experiments, AF-MSCs exposed to meconium
were cultured in mSAGM to induce differentiation to distal airway phenotypes. In AF medium, exposure to meconium (LMS, MMS, and
TMS) results in significant decrease in gene expression for pluripotency markers OCT4 and NANOG and minimal changes in mesenchymal
marker expression when compared to PBS exposed AF-MSCs (controls). B: In AF media, gene expression of phenotypic distal airway
markers was decreased throughout. C: Cells that were cultured in small airway growth medium demonstrated increased NANOG expression
in the MMS and TMS conditions. There were some minor qualitative increases in expression of CD105 and CD90, but they were not
consistent between groups. D: Lastly, cells that were cultured in small airway growth medium for 14 days had increased expression of distal
airway markers SpC and AQP5 except in the TMS condition. TTF-1 expression was variable among the groups. E: Immunofluorescence
staining of cells following 14 days in AF Medium or mSAGM differentiation demonstrate qualitatively more staining for AQP5 and SPC in
the MMS and TMS conditions compared to control. Magnification 400X.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of Distal Airway Gene Expression after 14 Days in Culture Following Meconium Exposure. A. Gene expression of
TTF1 was increased after 14 days in mSAGM compared to cells incubated in AF medium. The same result was seen with or without 8 hours
of exposure to meconium. B. Gene expression of SPC was significantly increased after 14 days in mSAGM compared to cells cultured in AF
Medium irrespective of exposure to meconium. SPC Gene expression of cells exposed to MMS and then cultured in 14 days of mSAGM was
significantly higher than non-treated cells cultured in AF Medium. C. Gene expression of AQP5 was significantly increased after 14 days in
mSAGM with or without exposure to meconium. Furthermore, cells cultured for 14 days in mSAGM after meconium exposure demonstrated
significantly higher AQP5 expression compared to AF cells culture in AF medium with no meconium exposure. (* = P ≤ 0.05).

Current treatment for MAS focuses on supportive
care ventilation and suctioning to remove as much
meconium as possible [28]. Although these treat-
ment strategies improve patient condition, response
can be variable. Therefore, new patient-specific ther-
apeutic approaches are being explored using stem cell
therapy.

AF-MSCs provide a patient-specific therapeutic
cell source that can be obtained at or before the
time of birth. These cells have been shown to be
immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory with lit-
tle engraftment seen after administration of cells [18,
21, 29–34]. Furthermore, these cells can be differ-
entiated into distal airway type cells as previously
described [18], which may help repair damaged tis-
sue and reduce inflammation. The purpose of this
study was to investigate the affect meconium may
have on the phenotype of these cells and the poten-
tial of these cells to be differenitated into distal lung
phenotypes. Since meconium stained fluid could still
contain a patient-specific cell option it is imperative
to understand how this exposure affects viability, cel-
lular phenotype and their ability to differentiate into
distal airway cells.

The exposure time chosen in this study for
AF-MSCS to meconium was 8 hours. Clinically,
rupturing of membranes needs to take place to diag-
nose initial meconium staining, so data prior to that
event is not known. Data that is available details
secondary meconium exposure with times ranging
from 10 minutes to 8.5 hours [35]. Although the
time frame varies greatly, we chose a timepoint of
8 hours for this study as this would be the worst
case scenario based on this retrospective clinical data.
In addition, meconium in this study was lyophli-
ized to allow for accuracy in creation of meconium
concentrations. Meconium contains many compo-
nents including: intestinal epithelial cells, amniotic

fluid, bile, water and mucus and recently it has been
described that meconium is not sterile [36, 37]. Stud-
ies have shown that lyophilization of infant fecal
samples will not alter the oligosacharride or bacterial
composition of the sample which is important for this
study [38]. In addition, it has been shown that lipid
content can be preserved during lyophilization [39].
This is important as small amounts of cholesterol and
fatty acids have been found in meconium[37].

After 8 hours, the viability of AF-MSCs exposed
to various concentrations of meconium was not sig-
nificantly different suggesting that meconium does
not lead to immediate cell death. Proliferation was
also not significantly altered by exposure to meco-
nium. In our data, we have noticed a trend in gene
expression patterns although no statistically signifi-
cant. We postulate that these changes may be releated
to inflammation as seen in previous studies were cells
exposed to condition medium from inflammed cells
had higher gene expression of pluripotent markers
[39, 40]. Therefore, our study supports the concept
that meconium exposure does effect the phenotype
of AF-MSCs but the extent is not completely clear.

In addition to changes in expression of pluripo-
tency genes, we noted some increased expression of
distal airway cell markers SPC and AQP5 following
meconium exposure. It has been previously described
that lung progenitor cells in response to the inflamma-
tory mileu have the ability to differentiate into distal
airway cell types to mitigate damage [40, 41]. There-
fore, it is reasonable to infer that inflammation caused
by meconium exposure could select for AF-MSCs
that express distal airway cell markers. Further stud-
ies are needed to determine the exact mechanism and
populations of cells in the amniotic fluid. Addition-
ally, obtaining AF-MSCs from a meconium stained
birth would be helpful in determining exact intial
phenotypes of AF-MSCs in this circumstance for
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comparison. AF-MSCs that were exposed to PBS and
then differentiated for 14 days in AF Medium (as a
spontaneous differentiation control) demonstrated a
downregulation of pluripotency gene expression as
well as CD90 gene expression. This result is not sur-
prising as cells were confluent after 14 days and this
likely contributed to the loss of pluripotency and mes-
enchymal gene expression. These cells normally are
maintained at no greater than 70–80% confluence
to maintain phenotype, so this overconfluence and
downregulation of gene expression that was observed
is a reasonble explanation. Futhermore, expression
of any distal airway genes was drastically downreg-
ulated indicating that although distal airway genes
were increased after 8 hours of exposure, this same
result did not continue after 14 days of culture.

Lastly, cells that were exposed to meconium
and subsequently cultured in mSAGM demonstrated
increases in NANOG expression in the MMS and
TMS conditions as well as increased OCT4 gene
expression in the LMS condition. This result was
different than that of cells culture in AF medium,
which again suggests that confluency may have had a
role in the changes in gene expression seen in the AF
Medium group. AF-MSCs cultured in mSAGM for
14 days demonstrated increased expression of distal
airway genes TTF1, SPC and AQP5.

Taken together, the data obtained from this descrip-
tive study illustrates that 8 hours of meconium
exposure does alter gene expression and phenotype
of amniotic fluid mesenchymal stem cells. Further
studies are needed to identify the mechanisms respon-
sible for this phenotypic alteration. Lastly, AF-MSCs
exposed to meconium still retain the ability to differ-
entiate into distal airway phenotypes when cultured
in mSAGM. This lends support for the ability of these
cells to be exploited for translational applications
despite meconium exposure.
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